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Abstract 
The Self-service bot is a project that was initially done in the fall of 2018 and is a chatbot 

that assists users in browsing and buying products through a messaging platform such as 

Facebook’s Messenger by using natural language. We took it upon us to improve the 

current version of this bot as well as adding some additional features. The project was 

worked on for, and in cooperation with K3 Business Technologies Group and is a final 

project in BSc of Computer Science at Reykjavík University. 
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Project owner’s review 
Það sem við vorum fyrst og fremst að leita eftir með verkefninu var að kanna möguleikann 

á því að framlengja Imagine Retail lausn K3 svo hægt væri að framkvæma sölur í gegnum 

almenn samskiptaforrit eins og Facebook Messenger, þ.e.a.s. að nota slík samskiptaforrit 

sem framenda á Imagine bakendann. Verkefnið var nokkurs konar framhald af 

lokaverkefni annarra nemenda frá haustönn 2018 og bættust við ýtarlegri kröfur um virkni 

frá fyrra verkefni. 

 

Hópurinn sinnti verkefninu af alúð og fagmennsku, var auðveldur í samskiptum og 

skipulagður. Haldnir voru fundir um framvindu og ákvarðanir teknar í sameiningu um 

forgangsröðun í verkefninu og óhætt að segja að hópurinn hafi fallið vel inn hjá fyrirtækinu 

og starfsmönnum þess. Við erum afskaplega ánægð með niðurstöðu verkefnisins, allar 

lykilkröfur sem skilgreindar voru í upphafi náðust og samstarfið á milli hópsins og 

starfsmanna var einstaklega gott. Okkar vonir standa til þess að geta nýtt afurðina í 

framtíðinni og við teljum okkar hafa notið góðs af samstarfinu. 

 

 

  

Bjarni Gaukur Sigurðsson 

Group Technology Evangelist and Strategist 

K3 Global IP 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. The Project 

The purpose of this project is to explore how best to provide a self-service retail process 

that includes a payment process with an electronic payment method. This project is built 

upon an existing project that was done last semester by Daði Sigursveinn Harðarson and 

Pála Ögn Stefánsdóttir. The self-service bot interacts with K3 Imagine which is a cloud- 

based platform that enables development of cloud-native business web apps. The bot will 

be launched through Facebook’s Messenger app where users can interact with the bot. 

The bot will then guide the user through the process from the initial interaction, through 

selection of products, payment and hopefully confirming the receipt of goods. 

1.2. The Team 

We are three students at Reykjavík University, studying Computer Sciences. Our names 

are Davíð Birgisson, Garðar Sigurðsson and Ólafur Brynjar Jónsson and we have known 

each other pretty much from the start of our studies and become good friends outside 

school as well. We all like playing videogames in our spare time although our individual 

interests vary greatly. We are all in relationships as well as Garðar being a father of two. 

In school, we have a lot of experience working together on various projects and work well 

together. Thus, we are optimistic for our cooperation on this project.  

1.3. Methodology 

For the project we will be using the methodology of Scrum where the project is divided 

into sprints. Each sprint will consist of two weeks, or ten weekdays. With the estimated 

timeframe of the project being 16 weeks, this lends us eight full sprints to work on the 

project. There is the option of having weeklong sprints during the 3-week courses instead 

of two weeks, though this will be discussed and decided at a later point in the project. 

More info is found under the chapter “Work review”. 
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2. Project overview 

2.1. Original project (fall 2018) 

2.1.1. Mostly typing required 

The original state and function of the bot was such that most functions and commands 

needed to be typed in, for the bot to understand. What this meant was, that if the customer 

was unfamiliar with this specific bot or even other bots in general, it might provide some 

difficulties in communicating with the bot, that is to say, if the customer is unfamiliar with 

the commands used by this bot, there might be frustration when the bot replies with a 

message saying he doesn’t understand the user’s input. We set out to make the bot more 

user friendly by having options for the customer to pick, instead of having to type in 

everything. By using this method, the customer is guided through the process of viewing 

or ordering products needing minimum knowledge of the bot’s function and commands. 

However, the option of typing in commands is still functioning, this can speed things up 

for adept users as they are already familiar with the commands used to interact with the 

bot. 
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2.1.2. Bot’s “Pop-up” details and cart 

The original cart and “view details” function of the bot had the details and cart window 

appear as either a new overlay window as displayed in the image below, or as a stand-

alone window when using the bot on a computer. Our goal was to implement a purely 

messenger-based bot so that everything happens inside the same messenger chat 

windows, unless absolutely necessary. 
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2.2. Current project 

2.2.1. Bot interaction 

As previously mentioned, it was important for us to make the bot flow as smooth as 

possible and the customer-bot interaction as pleasant and intuitive as we could. One of 

the ways we accomplished this was by removing the need for typing in order to interact 

with the bot, except in the case of customer’s phone number for payment and instead 

offering options the customer can select from. This means that even brand-new users who 

have never interacted with the bot before will immediately know how to maneuver through 

the browsing or purchasing process.  
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2.2.2. Inlay cart 

We removed the “view details” feature as all the relevant information shows up in the item 

window as seen in the picture on the left here below, so there is no “pop-up” relating to 

that feature. We also implemented an inlay ‘view cart’ feature. This means that now when 

customers view the items in their cart it will appear in the same messenger window, also 

seen in the left image here below. 
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2.3. Unfinished QR code confirmation 

There was quite a bit of time and work put into implementing a QR code feature, where 

the customer would get a QR code when his order was paid for. The intent was to have 

an employee scan the QR code when the order had either been delivered or picked up. 

However, there was no feature implemented on k3’s side where the code could be 

scanned and worked with. This led to us having to abandon that feature and all the work 

and hours that went with it. 

3. Project Management 

3.1. Rules of Engagement 

• Working hours for each member per week will be estimated to around 8 hours a 

day, twice a week on Wednesdays and Thursdays with additional 4 hours freely 

distributed through the week. 

• In line with the Scrum methodology, we will have daily standup on each of the 

dedicated working days. 

• Each standup shall be around the 10-minute mark, where the progress of the 

project will be discussed and the “mission of the day” planned. 

• We will try to meet with the project Owner at least once per sprint, at the Reykjavík 

branch of K3. 

• Reports and presentations shall be written in English, as well as any other 

document when included in said reports or presentations. 

• Project will have a master branch as well as development branches. 

• The master branch shall always be clean and not pushed on directly, instead the 

development branches will be worked on and merged with the master branch once 

the work on the development branch is clean. 

• The three weeks at the end of the normal term period will offer us reduced workload 

from other courses. During this time, we will double our weekly hours per person 

or more if necessary. 
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3.2. Coding Rules 

3.2.1. General 

Since we are building upon a previous project we will utilize and stay true to the coding 

rules used in that project from Pála and Daði. We use TSlint to validate that coding rules 

are being followed in Typescript as well as using Prettier for aesthetics. 

• Spaces around operators: 

 
• Descriptive variable and function names 

 

• Tabs are spaces, or two spaces to be exact (Shown above) 

3.2.2. JavaScript/TypeScript 

• Curly brackets will be in the end of every function declaration separated by space 

and in a new line after last line of code within the function 

• Function and variable names will be in Camel Casing 

• Semicolons are always used at the end of every function and statement 

 

3.3. Unit testing 

We started testing implementation late in the projects process and encountered some 

obstacles and so we were unable to achieve the desired code coverage. However, for our 

unit testing we used the Jest testing framework which enabled us also to generate code 

coverage reports. We made sure to have no failed tests in our code.  
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4. Tech Overview 

4.1. Management 

Toggl – For time management we decided on Toggl. It is a free online tool that allows us 

to “clock-in” for work or manually add our work hours. Toggl offers project assigned work 

hours, visual representations of hours worked in the form of various charts as well as the 

option to print out detailed reports for a selected period of time. 

OneDrive – Is where we keep all documents and reports, and everything related to that. 

It makes for easy access for everyone in the group, we can edit the documents together 

in real time. It is very convenient keeping all files and folders in one place, that way we 

have a less chance losing important files. 

Slack – Is our main communication tool. All project related communication is through 

Slack. We have a specific server where everyone in K3 can talk with each other and in 

that server, we have a group chat that only our group members can see and communicate. 

4.2. Documentation 

Excel – We use this classic spreadsheet tool to keep track of most of our data-based 

documents e.g. stories and story points, hours worked and similar documents where a 

picture can be painted with the data. 

Word – We use Word for writing up all our reports. It is easy to use and with one drive we 

can work in Word online, that enables us to work together in same file in real time. 

PowerPoint – Another Microsoft owned program. This is our go-to program for creating 

all our presentations. 

4.3. Development 

Heroku – Is a cloud platform service that is easy to set up and monitor development of 

our project. This platform is used for deploying our code automatically when it has been 

pushed on to the master branch. 

Dialogflow – Is a Google-owned platform for the developing technologies (e.g. bots) for 

human-computer interaction based on natural language conversations. What this means 

is that we can create a bot that responds to user’s written input in accordance to what it 

has been taught to understand and reply with. 

CircleCI – Is used for Continuous Integration to make deployment and testing easier.  

Postman – Is a powerful developer tool that provides an environment that makes it easy 

to test and work on API’s by using simple and complex HTTP/s requests.  
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5. Product Backlog 

5.1. Current backlog  

Story  Story points  Priority  Status 

As a user I want to be able to initiate contact with the 
bot.  5 A  Done 

As a user I want to be able to browse items 5 A  Done 

As a user I want to be able to browse items by categories 5 A  Done 

As an employee I want items in imagine to automatically 
show up on the bot 1 A  Done 

As a user I want to be able to talk to the bot without 
having to type 5 A  Done 

As a user I want the bot to fully guide me through the 
process 5 A  Done 

As a user I want to be to able place an order  13 A  Done 

As a user I want to be able to add items to the 
basket inside messenger 8 A  Done 

As a user I want to be able to pay for items selected  20 A  Done 

As a user I want to be able to review items in my basket  3 A  Done 

As a user I want to be able to remove an item from the 
basket  5 A  Done 

As an employee I want to be able to review order placed 
by a customer  8 B Done 

As an employee I want to be able to update status on 
order  5 B  Done 

As a user I want to be able to order different quantities of 
items  2 B  

Not 
started 

As an employee I want to be able to confirm that an item 
has been picked up  3 B  Done 

As a user I want to be able to get a receipt when I buy an 
item  8 B  

Not 
started 

As an employee I want to be able to confirm the delivery 
of order.  3 B  

Not 
started 

As a user I want to be able to select store location  5 B  
Not 

started 
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As a user I want to be able to specify pickup time  8 B  
Not 

started 

As a user I want to know estimated time of when order is 
ready  8 B  

Not 
started 

As a user I want to be able to view the status of the order  5 B  Done 

As an employee I want to be able to scan QR code to 
confirm the pickup  20 B  Started 

As a user I want to be able to order through Google 
Assistant  13 B  

Not 
started 

As a user I want to be able to see nearest stores  20 C  
Not 

started 
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6. Risk Assessment 

6.1. Assessment analysis 

Likelihood Consequences 

 Insignificant Minor Moderate Major Catastrophic 

Extremely high High High Extreme Extreme Extreme 

High Moderate High Extreme Extreme Extreme 

Medium Low Moderate High Extreme Extreme 

Low Low Low Moderate High Extreme 

Negligible Low Low Moderate Moderate High 

 

6.2. Risk Analysis 

Risk Likelihood Conseq. Analysis Assessme
nt 

Owner 

Not delivering a 
working product 

Negligible Catastrophic A non-working product is 
highly unlikely. We will 
ensure each requirement 
is finished and working 
before implementing new. 

High Davíð 

Running out of 
time 

Low   Major The severity depends on 
if we run out of time 
before finishing all the A 
stories or afterwards. 

High Ólafur 

Losing data Low Minor The odds of losing a data 
is very low as everything 
is mostly cloud based.  

Low Davíð 

Fail to connect to 
the imagine 
platform 

Low Major The imagine platform is 
no small thing. Therefore, 
we assume that it will be 
a learning curve to 
connect our backends to 
it. The likelihood is low. 

High Ólafur 

Fail to document 
properly 

Low Minor If we fail to document 
properly it might slow us 
down and lead us to not 
finishing our goals in 
time. 

Low Garðar 

Continuous 
Integration fails 

Medium Minor There might come up 
some errors or problems 
with our continuous 
integration. These would 
most likely be due to 
errors in tests or software 
used. 

Moderate Davíð 
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7. Work review 

7.1. Original schedule 

Our group set aside two workdays, Wednesday and Thursday, where all three group 

members will get together at K3 to work on the project in unison. Each workday will be 

around eight hours from 09:00 to 17:00 with a margin of error. The remaining hours for 

everyone will be spread over the week as each member sees fit. Meetings with our 

instructor are scheduled to be every Thursday at around 16:15 with the possibility of 

change if needed. During the last part of the semester when the 3-week courses start, we 

will allocate most of our time to this project during those three weeks as we will have no 

other courses that fill our schedule. 

7.2. Time Schedule 

Sprint 
number 

Davíð 
Hours 

Garðar 
Hours 

Ólafur 
Hours 

Actual 
Hours 

Goal 
Hours Start Date End Date Comments 

0 11:42 14:20 14:15 40:17 40:00 14.01.19 25.01.19   

1 13:30 17:37 12:45 43:52 40:00 28.01.19 01.02.19   

  11:22 15:13 13:45 40:20 40:00 04.02.19 08.02.19 Davíð was 
sick on 
06.02 

2 18:24 20:23 19:34 58:21 60:00 11.02.19 15.02.19   

  0:00 14:21 12:16 26:37 40:00 18.02.19 22.02.19 Big project 
for Davíð 

3 

14:29 15:01 13:54 43:24 60:00 25.02.19 01.03.19 This was a 
busy 

school 
week 

  12:39 14:10 8:50 35:39 60:00 04.03.19 08.03.19 Ólafur was 
sick on 
06.03. 

Garðar and 
Davíð had 

school 

4 

7:53 7:42 23:20 38:55 60:00 11.03.19 15.03.19 Garðar had 
his kid at 

the autism 
diagnostic 

clinic 

  7:14 10:49 9:00 27:03 60:00 18.03.19 22.03.19   

5 2:37 7:35 10:59 21:11 60:00 25.03.19 29.03.19   

  3:48 3:30 12:12 19:30 40:00 01.04.19 05.04.19 Garðar has 
a final 
exam 

6 

14:14 2:17 0:00 16:31 40:00 08.04.19 12.04.19 Ólafur has 
a final 
exam 
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  4:33 5:52 5:00 15:25 20:00 15.04.19 19.04.19 Short 
Easter 
break 

7 31:22 10:24 6:34 48:20 60:00 22.04.19 26.04.19   

  50:31 28:32 40:34 119:37 90:00 29.04.19 03.05.19   

8 54:45 34:51 61:25 150:42 90:00 06.05.19 10.05.19   

   28:08 35:20 30:05 93:31 90:00 13.05.19 17.05.19   

Total 287:08 257:57 294:28 839:33 950:00       

 

7.3. Sprint review 

We kept the sprint setup unchanged throughout the course of the project, having each 

sprint consist of 2 weeks including the last two, even though they consisted of more work 

hours overall. We felt this suited us and the way we had been conducting each of our 

sprints. We had sprint retrospectives at the end of each sprint where we went over the 

work done or that which needed to be done, what went well and what could be improved. 

Daily standups were also conducted, albeit a bit casually at occasion as not all team 

members were able to start every working day at the same time and thus, the daily standup 

became a daily “sit-down” once in a while. 

7.1. Work hours  

 

 

Unfortunately, there have been quite a few unforeseen events and occurrences which 

have caused us to be unable to put in the number of hours initially intended for this project. 
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This has caused us to have missed our mark on work hours for most of the sprints up until 

now, due to these varying circumstances. There have been big projects in other courses 

we have had to focus on, a few sick days, as well as some stuff in our personal life that 

has taken time away from this project. However, we got back on track in the second half 

of sprint seven and went well over the estimated hours. We kept going strong during the 

final sprint and far exceeded the estimated work hours. 

 

7.2. Project’s burnup chart 

The project’s story points changed somewhat on the way, as some stories were deemed 

either finished, unnecessary or improperly valued (A, B or C) as can be seen in the 

following burnup chart. Progress through the story points was slow during a large portion 

of the project, but thankfully at the end we managed to plow through and even exceed the 

A requirements and complete some of the B ones. 
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8. Diary 

Day Davíð Garðar Ólafur 

14-01-19  Planning and preparation  

17-01-19 Planning and preparation Planning and preparation 
Planning and 
preparation 

18-01-19 Planning and preparation Planning and preparation 
Planning and 
preparation 

21-01-19  Planning and preparation  

22-01-19 Planning and preparation Planning and preparation 
Planning and 
preparation 

23-01-19 Requirements and stories Report and presentation 
Backlog, report and 

presentation 

24-01-19 
Kynna mér Dialogflow 

betur 
Dialogflow, report and 

presentation 

Dialogflow, report and 
presentation 

29-01-19  
Scrum, report and 

presentation 
 

30-01-19 Report and presentation Report and presentation 
Backlog, Dialogflow 

and presentation 

31-01-19 
Dialogflow+messenger, 

report finished 

Dialogflow+messenger, 
report finished 

Backend setup 

01-02-19  Dialogflow+messenger  

06-02-19 Dialogflow Dialogflow Backend setup 

07-02-19 Work on 1st state-report Work on 1st state-report 
Work on 1st state-

report 

10-02-19 
Work on 1st state-report 

delivered 
1st state-report delivered 

1st state-report 
delivered 

11-02-19 Work on 1st presentation Work on 1st presentation  

12-02-19 Work on 1st presentation Work on 1st presentation 
Work on 1st 
presentation 

13-02-19 1st presentation 1st presentation 1st presentation 

14-02-19 Meeting and code review 
Meeting, GitHub and 

Heroku 
Code review 

20-02-19  Heroku and tenant Heroku and tenant 

21-02-19  
Heroku CD, Dialogflow 

and coding 

Work on and populate 
tenant 

27-02-19 Tenant populated 
Tenant populated, 

Dialogflow and coding 

Work on and populate 
tenant 

28-02-19 Work on product card 
CircleCI, item hierarchy 
and bot interaction flow 

Work on and populate 
tenant 

06-03-19 

Code review, Ngrok 
research and buy button 

implemented 

Dialogflow, bot 
interaction flow and 

coding 

 

07-03-19 Work on cart 
Vinnudagur í K3 - Unnið í 

flæði bottans 
Making categories 

dynamic 
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10-03-19   
Making categories 

dynamic 

13-03-19  Work on 2nd state-report 
Making categories 

dynamic 

14-03-19 
Work on cart and tenant 

repopulated 

Work on 2nd state-report 
and tenant repopulated 

Work on mock 
payment and dialogs 

edited 

16-03-19   
Bot prepared for PO's 

presentation 

17-03-19   
Work on 2nd state-

report 

18-03-19  Work on 2nd state-report Presentation for PO 

19-03-19 
Work on 2nd 
presentation 

Work on 2nd state-report 
and presentation 

Work on 2nd state-
report 

20-03-19 
2nd state-report 

presentation 

2nd state-report 
presentation 

2nd state-report 
presentation 

27-03-19  

CircleCI and 
basket/order/payment 

info gathering 

Work on CircleCI 

28-03-19 Work on Cart Project review Work on CircleCI 

03-04-19 Work on Cart  Work on Kass 

04-04-19  Work on CircleCI Work on Kass 

08-04-19 
Work on Dialogflow and 

cart 
  

09-04-19 
Work on bot interaction 

flow 
  

10-04-19 Work on cart Work on CircleCI  

11-04-19 Work on cart   

12-04-19 Work on cart   

17-04-19 Work on cart Work on CircleCI Work on cart 

23-04-19 
Work on Dialogflow and 

cart 
Work on removing 
"choose an item" 

 

24-04-19 

unnið í skólanum, gott 
progress á cartinu allt að 

koma 

Work on removing 
"choose an item" 

Work on cart 

26-04-19 Work on cart   

27-04-19 Work on view cart   

28-04-19 
Work on removing from 

cart 
 

Work on Dialogflow 
relating to cart 

29-04-19 Work on QR confirmation Work on 3rd state-report  

30-04-19 Work on QR confirmation Project review Work on Kass 

01-05-19 Work on QR confirmation Work on 3rd state-report Work on Kass 

02-05-19 Work on QR confirmation 

Work on 3rd state-report 
and CI-Heroku 

connection 

Work on Kass 
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03-05-19 Work on QR confirmation 
Work on CircleCi-Heroku 

connection 
Work on Kass 

04-05-19 Work on QR confirmation Work on 3rd state-report Work on Kass 

05-05-19 
Work on QR confirmation 

and general bugs 

Work on 3rd state-report 
and information 

gathering 

Work on Kass 

06-05-19 

Meeting with PO, work 
on Kass and bot 
interaction flow 

Meeting with PO, CircleCI 

Meeting with PO, work 
on Kass, 3rd. state-

report and delivering 
order to imagine 

07-05-19 Work on 3rd state-report Work on 3rd state-report 
Work on 3rd state-

report 

08-05-19 
Work on 3rd 
presentation 

Work on 3rd 
presentation 

Work on 3rd 
presentation 

09-05-19 
3rd presentation and 

code polish 
3rd presentation 3rd presentation 

10-05-19 

Work on emptying cart 
after payment and bot 

interaction flow 

Work on final report and 
presentation 

Kitchen display 

11-05-19 
Work on bot interaction 
flow and code revision 

 Kitchen display 

12-05-19 
Work on payment 

handshake 
 Kitchen display 

13-05-19 
Work on payment 

handshake 

Work on final report and 
presentation 

Work on payment 
handshake 

14-05-19 
Work on payment 

handshake 
Work on final report 

Work on final report 
and code revision 

15-05-19 
Work on payment 

handshake and code 
revision 

Work on final report 
Work on final report 

and code revision 

16-05-19 
Work on final report and 

code cleanup 
Work on final report Work on final report 
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9. Future bot revisions 

With the desired milestones for this project completed, there are still some changes we 

would like to see done in the future to improve upon it further. Below we will mention some 

of the changes or improvements we would like to see done. 

Currently, the project is hosted on Heroku but we would like to see it moved to a container 

hosted within Imagine. Also, since we were working in a development surroundings, no 

authentication was required of us, but the fully deployed product should be able to interact 

with the gateway using the proper authentication. 

Regarding products the bot displays, the bot uses hierarchy dynamically for the product 

categories and filters in the appropriate products. However, the hierarchy is still hardcoded 

for the top layer and would have to be implemented fully. The way the bot uses the 

hierarchy might also need to be better defined, for instance if another mircoservice is also 

using the hierarchies. 

When we GET items from Imagine by categories, we get all the items/products and then 

filter them using the hierarchy. As far as we know it should be possible to get the products 

already filtered by the hierarchy by using SmartMultiFilter from imagine, like we use for 

example when searching for a single product. That way we would not need to get every 

single product initially. We were unable to implement this feature for the hierarchy search.  

The transactions that go through the Kass payment method will need authentication. As it 

is now, the transactions are received without authentication. What would have to be done 

is take the signature we get with the transaction and send it to Kass in order to verify if the 

payment is valid. 

When an order is completed, it is delivered to the Imagine Kiosk microservice where the 

rest of the process goes through the Kitchen display that sends a notification to the 

customer in the Messenger window. The sales part of the order is currently not being 

delivered anywhere to imagine but only stored on the bot.  

In order to update the status of an order, we are currently polling for changes. It is not an 

ideal solution and not really an aesthetically pleasing one. A possible solution would be to 

implement RabbitMQ instead or use a similar (or better) solution. 

Regarding the payment handshake, when an order is ready the customer gets a 

notification and a button that needs to be pressed for confirmation when an order has been 

picked up or delivered. We believe there to be an alternate and a better solution for the 

handshake and are not particularly fond of the way it works now, especially since the 

customer can press the button accidentally. A possible solution for this could be to 

implement a QR code system where an employee would need to scan the QR code in 

order to confirm the receipt or delivery of goods. We had already invested some time into 

this solution but unfortunately had to give it up since there was no feature for this in the 

Imagine system. 
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10. Final words 

The project started out rather slowly as we were taking over a project done by another 

group from the semester before and there was uncertainty on behalf of us and the project 

owner as to what direction we should take the “new” project and whether we would start 

from scratch with the old project for reference or build upon it and reuse their code. After 

these uncertainties were nailed down, we had a clearer picture and could really start 

working on the project and things started to move along. There were some hiccups along 

the way but as the project’s deadline got closer and closer, so did the work we 

accomplished increase.  

Throughout this time period, team members had various duties to attend to, both in school 

and the personal life. However, there has been great understanding between the members 

of the team when any one of us has either been unable to work on the project or either 

must arrive late or leave early. The members have also fully supported each other in 

whatever aspect is needed and aided each other however we could. We can honestly say 

that we have enjoyed working together on this project and are happy with the final result. 


